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Need an algebra tutor? Try our new revolutionary title, NO-NONSENSE ALGEBRA. COMES WITH
FREE ONLINE VIDEO TUTORIALS FOR EACH LESSON!This book is now available kindle. Also,
see the new reformatted library version also available in kindle. THIS BOOK IS NOW AVAILABLE
WITH A COMPANION DVD WITH OVER 6 HOURS OF LESSONS! LET AMERICA'S MATH
TEACHER, RICHARD W. FISHER, BE YOUR OWN PERSONAL TUTOR. If you are about to take
your first algebra class, this book was written just for you! This is a new title by America's math
teacher and author, Richard W. Fisher. This book is a must for students who are about to enter their
first algebra class. Exponents, scientific notation, ratios and proportions, number theory, probability
and statistics, equations, algebraic word problems, and coordinate systems are just some of the
topics covered. Students will learn and master the essential topics that will ensure success in
algebra and beyond. Plenty of easy-to-follow instructions and built-in reviews are included to ensure
mastery of all topics included. If you are taking algebra I this fall, this is excellent summer
preparation. If you are an algebra student who is struggling, this book will Excellent for summer.
TRY OUR FREE iphone app, MATH EXPERT, from Math Essentials.net. you up to speed.Book
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I picked this title up to brush up my pre-algebra skills for a college placement test and it went really
fast but I gave it a low rating because the typos in this book are incredible - I can't believe an
average level proof reader didn't catch the mistakes in the answers - if I were more faint of heart, I

would be totally confused. The mistakes are needless - answer 9 instead of 19, n being referenced
in an equation that only involved x, just silly stuff. I would not recommend this if your math skills are
not pretty fresh or your confidence level strong enough so that you know the answer you got is right
and the answer key has a typo almost every other page.All in all, even with those misgivings, I was
pretty impressed that my review went that quickly - knocked off the book in about 5 days of casual
test reviews while watching tv. Much credit must be given to the author's simplicity of teaching
methodology - putting a simple rule out there, show how it works, then ask the reader to work on
several (average 17) problems on that rule. THen check yourself on the answer key and move on.
The last time I did math was 40 years ago but it came back lickity split. Though I still have no clue
why we needed to know all that stuff but I guess I didnt' go into a science profession but my
husband who did, feels the same way. But like a good Jeopardy program, this book can be taken
lightly for a quick refresher, warts and all, just to test yourself and get some understanding of where
you are on pre-algebra. It doesn't hurt to stay one step ahead of my kid to keep him impressed. And
its never too late to go back to college to pursue an in-demand as opposed to esoteric profession of
starry eyed youth. Money pays the bills and boring but practical, in demand careers should never be
underestimated.

You know what it's like when someone is giving you directions to a destination and you're just not
gettin' it? Then suddenly, something in what they say or how they say it makes it click? You get it!
The chorus sings and the sun rises on your horizon. Apply this scenario to teaching and learning
from Richard W. Fisher's Mastering Essential Math Skills: Pre-Algebra Concepts. Such is the
experience my son and I have had as we've made our way through this 72-page math workbook.
We get it! Concisely explained lessons, only 10 problems to work, plus 6 review problems--to retain
what we've learned--and one word problem, are only a few of the compelling reasons I recommend
Mastering Essential Math Skills. We spent 6 months trekking through a popular Pre-Algebra book
yet we didn't learn as much, as quickly, or easily as in just 2 months of using Mastering Essential
Math Skills. My son actually looks forward to his math lessons now (this is nothing short of
miraculous). I purchased the very affordable DVD set and my 13-year-old son is absolutely drawn to
Mr. Fisher's friendly, easy-going, and encouraging manner. "20 minutes a day to success" is a
subtitle on the cover; it's not just an eye-catching phrase...okay it is...but for those of us beleaguered
by paying $100 or more for 300 page math texts consisting of 50+ problems to work--it's a welcome
fact. 72 pages in all--that's it. When a teacher presents concepts as effectively as Richard Fisher
does--that's all you need.

I bought this workbook for my son to use during the summer to brush up on his skills prior to staring
algebra. Although it is laid out in an easy to use format, the errors in the answer key are numerous.
There are 4 incorrect answers in the first 6 pages alone. To me, that is unacceptable. If you do
purchase it, know that you can not trust the answer key.

I teach my children at home and would recommend this workbook to all home school families. It is
easy to follow, takes the student through the pre-algebra concepts by building on skills. I am on my
4th child introducing pre-algebra concepts and I would not use any other tool. I was so excited to
find the Mastering Essential Math books a few years ago. It has simplified my life as teacher and my
children excel in math as a direct result of using this material. My daughter scored 98% on her
mathmatics college entrance exam a few years ago and we attribute much of her success to these
books. Thank you Richard W. Fisher.

I teach a remedial math class in middle school. This book has helped out a lot with planning lessons
and ideas to teach or reteach my students. We work on these assignments daily and it is already
helping many of my students. Great book!

This book is terrible. I'm tired of having to try to explain to the students how they are not necessarily
wrong just because the answer key tells them they are wrong. There are sometimes MULTIPLE
errors in the answer key PER PAGE! This is a very sloppy book.

Interesting and very helpful. The only thing is that some of the answers are incorrect. This makes it
diffiult to know if you are doing everything correct.

Follows the format of its cousin the Mastering Essentials for Middle/High School but goes into more
advanced topics with the same helpful hints, examples, and a nice, clear layout. Makes math easy
to take!
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